
Barnyard Dance 
Featuring Barnyard Buddies fabric 



Materials Needed

Prepare Pieces

1/3 yd. Crop Circles - Barn Red (13073-17) for block backgrounds
1/3 yd. Crop Circles - Sky Blue (13073-18) for block backgrounds
1/3 yd. Crop Circles - Grass Green (13073-19) for block backgrounds
1/8 yd. Barnyard Chatter - Barn Red (13072-11) for blocks
1/8 yd. Barnyard Chatter - Sky Blue (13072-12) for blocks
1/8 yd. Barnyard Chatter - Grass Green (13072-13) for blocks
1/8 yd. Hay Bales - Barn Red (13074-11) for blocks
1/8 yd. Hay Bales - Sky Blue (13074-12) for blocks
1/8 yd. Hay Bales - Grass Green (13074-13) for blocks
5/8 yd. Marble Dots - Yellow (3405-4) for sashing
3/8 yd. Marble Dots - Yellow (3405-4) for binding
1 1/3 yds. Caged In - Barn Red (13070-11) for borders

Read all instructions before starting on project.  Press seams toward darker fabric or as directed after each step.
All seams are 1/4” unless otherwise noted. 

1. From each color of Crop Circles fabric cut one 3 7/8” strip, one 3 ½” strip, and two 2” strips. Open each
    3 ½” strip and trim into four 3 ½” x 3 ½” squares.
2. From each color of Barnyard Chatter fabric cut one 3 7/8” strip.
3. From each color of Hay Bales fabric cut two 2” strips.
4. From Marble Dots fabric cut nine 2” strips. Open the strips and trim five of these strips to 33 ½”.  Cut  the 
    remaining four strips into sixteen 2” x 9 ½” pieces.
5. From Caged In fabric cut lengthwise two 6 ½” x 44” borders and two 6 ½” x 45 ½” borders.

1. Open one 3 7/8” Crop Circles strip and one 3 7/8” Barnyard Chatter strip of the same color. Place these
    strips right sides together and trim into eight 3 7/8” squares. Use a pencil to lightly mark a diagonal line 
    across each square. Then mark a scant 1/4” (a thread’s width smaller than 1/4”) from both sides of the 
    diagonal line. Sew on the two scant 1/4” lines then cut the square apart on the diagonal line. Press seam then 
    open square and press. Repeat for all squares. Repeat step one for the remaining two colors. 

2. Open one 2” Crop Circles strip and one 2” Hay Bales strip in the same color.  Place these strips right sides 
    together.  Stitch down one side of the strips.  Repeat with second 2” strips. Trim the strips into sixteen
    3 ½ ” x 3 ½” pieces.  Press seam then open and press.  Repeat step two for the remaining two colors.

General Instructions

Cutting



Assemble Quilt
1. Group pieces by color to assemble four blocks of each color.  Sew three pieces together to make a row. The
    center piece is the 3 ½” x 3 ½” square from Crop Circles fabric.  Press seams for adjacent rows in opposite 
    directions. Then sew the rows together.  Repeat to assemble all twelve blocks. All blocks should measure
    9 ½” x 9 ½”.

2. Sew a 2” x 9 ½” Marble Dots sashing piece to both sides of the center blocks (two blue, one red, one green).
    Sew a 2” x 9 ½” Marble Dots sashing piece to one side of the remaining blocks.  Sew the blocks into rows as 
    shown.  Sew a 2” x 33 ½” Marble Dots sashing strip to the top and bottom of the first row and the third row.
    Sew a 2” x 33 ½” Marble Dots sashing strip to the bottom of the fourth row.  Sew the rows together to
    Complete the quilt center. The quilt center should measure 33 ½” x 44”.



3. Sew the 6 ½” x 44” Caged In borders to both sides of the quilt.  Sew the 6 ½” x 45 ½” Caged In borders to 
    the top and bottom of the quilt. The finished quilt measures 45 ½” x 56”.  Quilt as desired, then bind using
    Five 2 ½” strips of Marble Dots fabric .


